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OpenGL ES 3.0 Programming Guide (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2014

	OpenGL®  ES™ is the industry’s leading software interface and graphics library for rendering sophisticated 3D graphics on handheld and embedded devices. The newest version, OpenGL ES 3.0, makes it possible to create stunning visuals for new games and apps, without compromising device performance or...
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Making TeX Work (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		TeX is a powerful tool for creating professional quality typeset text and is unsurpassed at typesetting mathematical equations, scientific text, and multiple languages. Many books describe how you use TeX to construct sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Until now, no book has described all the software that actually lets you build,...
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The Flash MX ProjectNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Learn Macromedia Flash MX from the absolute beginning through The Flash MX Project. This book begins with web project  management concerns and challenges as well as Web design considerations and  concepts, and then quickly progresses through beginning and intermediate Flash  MX skills. The...
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HTML: A Beginner's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Essential Skills--Made Easy!

Peel back the Web's opulent exterior and see how HTML makes it all look so great. Author Wendy Willard will help you understand HTML with clear lessons delivered in a proven learning system. In dedicated modules that act as stand-alone lessons, you'll discover how to structure a page, place images, size text,...
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Rendering for Beginners: Image Synthesis using RenderManFocal Press, 2004
'Rendering for Beginners is bound to become a must-read for anyone interested in Pixar's RenderMan. Saty's experience as both RenderMan practitioner and RenderMan teacher gives him a unique and valuable perspective. I can't wait to add a copy to my own graphics library.'

...
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Excel 2007 for Starters: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2007
Fast-paced and easy to use, this new book teaches you the basics of Excel 2007 so you can start using the program right away. This concise guide shows readers how to work with Excel's most useful features and its completely redesigned interface. With clear explanations, step-by-step instructions, lots of illustrations, and plenty of timesaving...
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50 Fast Final Cut Express TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"If you are looking to maximize Final Cut Express, you won’t find
a better guide than Tim Meehan."
    —Dan Jahn, President, The Raven Group    

Whether creating dynamite digital videos is your profession or just your obsession, Final Cut Express can enhance your projects. In this richly illustrated volume,...
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Director in a Nutshell (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1999
Macromedia Director 6 is the premier authoring tool for delivering  interactive content on both the Internet and the desktop. It is the  dominant multimedia package for Windows 95/NT, Windows 3.1, and the  Macintosh. A quarter million developers use Director(R) to incorporate  animation and audio into dynamic Web pages, and to create engaging...
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Maran Illustrated Computers Guided TourCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, "Maran Illustrated™ Computers – Guided Tour" is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of experience. "Maran Illustrated™ Computers – Guided Tour" is packed with information useful to readers who are interested in purchasing their first computer...
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Great Web TypographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I’m betting you’ll be as glad as I am to have this on your shelf!"
      –Nick Bradbury, creator of HomeSite and TopStyle
When it comes to great Web sites, looks really ARE everything…      

When you design a page for print, you control the size of the paper and the placement of the elements. But...
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Up and Running with AutoCAD 2011: 2D Drawing and ModelingAcademic Press, 2010

	Get "Up and Running" with AutoCAD using Gindis' combination of step-by-step instruction, examples, and insightful explanations. The emphasis from the beginning is on core concepts and practical application of AutoCAD in Architecture, Engineering and Design. Equally useful in instructor-led classroom training or self-study, the...
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Supercharged JavaScript Graphics: with HTML5 canvas, jQuery, and MoreO'Reilly, 2011

	
		With HTML5 and improved web browser support, JavaScript has become the tool of choice for creating high-performance web graphics. This faced-paced book shows you how to use JavaScript, jQuery, DHTML, and HTML5's Canvas element to create rich web applications for computers and mobile devices.

	
		By following real-world...
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